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Speciﬁcation
Location Poland
Yacht type: Motor
Yacht type: Hardtop
Brand: Galeon
Length: 14.98
Beam: 4.25
Motor: VOLVO PENTA
Fuel capacity: 1200
Cabins: 2
Number of guests: 12
Water capacity: 450
Years: 2023
Price: Price on request

Galeon

GALEON 485 HTS
The updated 485 HTS joins the amazing third-generation Galeon model lineup with its brilliant,
awe-inspiring design. This sports-oriented open deck model focuses on providing high
manoeuvrability and a thrilling ride while still maintaining an exceptional level of comfort.
The layout of the 485 HTS was conceived to oﬀer a convenient and spacious living arrangement.
The main deck features a U-shaped sofa, a wet bar and a helm station with double seats. The
cockpit area is occupied by a settee and sundeck and can be divided by retractable glass door to
help keep the elements at bay. Select a smaller garage option to take advantage of the larger Ushaped sofa for guests. Wide side decks on both sides lead to the bow where an additional leisure
area awaits.
Down below an abundance of natural light penetrates the interior, with a large glass ceiling over
the helm station and ample bow skylights. Comfort and convenience have not been neglected: the
master cabin located midship boasts an en suite bathroom for added privacy. The guest cabin
holds the bow and has direct access to the common areas: a galley, a lounge and an additional
bathroom.
Take advantage of the large hydraulic garage and platform to handle all personal water

paraphernalia including dinghies and jet skis. Passengers will surely enjoy the bow leisure area
with a protective bimini as well as the large sundeck in the cockpit shaded by the automatic
marquee system. A wide range of engines with IPS or sterndrive propulsion systems is available
along with a comprehensive list of additional equipment and several interior design lines.
Sport Cruiser line
The 485 is the embodiment of a modern sport cruiser with its impressive exterior, sport-like
handling and the luxurious interior available in several variants. Step on board to discover what
makes this model so special.

Features

To make your 485 stand out even more, select one of many custom color schemes
A sporty disposition of the 485 HTS
Perfect proportions compliment the sleek design
To sit more guests, order the 485 with the extended settee instead of the sundeck area
Make use of the available bath platform
Down below ﬁnd a saloon with a galley and two guest cabins
The owner’s cabin is located midship for extra comfort and head space
A dinette with a fold-out table
The compact galley will store all the necessities
Forward VIP guest cabin with skylights above
Bow sundeck area
Outside rest area
Slide the sunroof and enjoy the breeze
The Company oﬀers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor
warrant the condition of the vessel. This vessel is oﬀered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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